Highlights d PARIS yields in vivo RNA duplex maps of human and mouse cells.
INTRODUCTION
RNA structure and intermolecular interactions are essential in nearly every step of the gene expression program. Structured RNAs are critical components of key molecular machines in the cell, such as the spliceosome, ribosome, and telomerase, and RNA structures play important roles in the control of mRNA and noncoding RNA functions (Cech and Steitz, 2014) .
Base pairing dominates the energetics of both RNA folding and RNA-RNA interactions. Despite recent advances in measuring RNA structures in living cells (Ding et al., 2014; Rouskin et al., 2014; Smola et al., 2015; Spitale et al., 2015) , current methods largely provide one-dimensional information. That is, these methods identify which bases are single or double stranded but do not directly reveal the counter-parties in each base pair (Lu and Chang, 2016) . Inferring transcriptome structure in living cells is especially challenging, due to the presence of long-range structures, pseudoknots, alternative structures, repetitive sequences, and RNA-RNA interactions. One example illustrating these difficulties is XIST, a long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) required for X chromosome inactivation in female cells of eutherian animals (Penny et al., 1996) . The key region for XIST-mediated epigenetic silencing, termed the A-repeat, is comprised of 7.5 or 8.5 near-identical copies of a sequence, and multiple structural models have been proposed (Fang et al., 2015; Maenner et al., 2010; Wutz et al., 2002) . The structural basis for XIST interaction with key protein partners like SPEN is also not known (Chu et al., 2015; McHugh et al., 2015; Moindrot et al., 2015; Monfort et al., 2015) . These challenges highlight the need for further advances to address the structures of the vast majority of coding and noncoding RNAs in the cell.
RNA affinity capture and proximity ligation may offer the next generation of solutions (Engreitz et al., 2014; Helwak et al., 2013; Ramani et al., 2015; Sugimoto et al., 2015) . While these methods can identify RNA base pairs, current methods are limited by specific protein or RNA baits, which are performed one at a time and have limited resolution especially for longer RNAs (Engreitz et al., 2014) . Here, we describe a general method that directly identifies base-pairing interactions in living cells and, by doing so, determines both RNA structures and RNA-RNA interactions. PARIS (psoralen analysis of RNA interactions and structures) combines several critical steps (in vivo crosslinking, 2D purification of RNA duplexes, and proximity ligation) that yield excellent sensitivity and specificity, as validated by numerous known structures and evolutionary conservation. We discovered a large number of long-range and alternative structures. PARIS-determined structures contain many targets of double-stranded RNA (dsRNA)-binding proteins (STAU1, DICER1, DGCR8). Furthermore, the high confidence structures guide two new approaches for phylogenetic analysis of RNA structures, revealing conserved architectures in housekeeping gene mRNAs. The combination of PARIS, icSHAPE (in vivo click selective 2 0 -hydroxyl acylation and profiling experiment), phylogenetic analysis, and iCLIP (individual-nucleotide resolution UV crosslinking and immunoprecipitation) reveals the overall architecture of the XIST lncRNA and the mechanism of SPEN binding to XIST A-repeat.
RESULTS
The PARIS Method and Validation Current methods for in vivo probing generate averaged reactivity profiles and fail to capture the complexity of RNA structures that include long-range structures, pseudo-knots, and alternative conformations. To address these challenges, we developed PARIS to directly identify base-paired helices, the most basic elements in RNA structures and RNA-RNA interactions (Figures 1 and S1; Table S1 ; Experimental Procedures). The PARIS method employs the highly specific and reversible nucleic acid crosslinker psoralen-derivative 4 0 -aminomethyltrioxsalen (AMT) to fix base pairs in living cells (Calvet and Pederson, 1979 Figure S1 for the high RNase digestion 2D gel. (C) PARIS-sequenced reads are highly reproducible between the high RNase and low RNase conditions in HeLa cells. (D) Comparison of known structures (black arcs) and interactions (blue arcs) of the U4 and U6 snRNAs to PARIS DGs. Ten reads are shown for each DG. Dashed box highlights DG2 (see E-G). DG2 and DG4: U4 stem-loops ; DG5 and DG6: U6 stem-loops; DG1 and DG3: U4:U6 interaction. (E) An example duplex group (DG2) in U4 snRNA and the definition of terms (DG, arm, gap/loop, and span) used in this paper. Note that the staggered termini for the two arms indicate that these reads come from distinct RNase cleavage sites from individual RNA molecules; i.e., each gapped read is an individual molecule measurement of a stem-loop or an RNA-RNA interaction duplex. (F-G) The structure model of the duplex group (DG2) is consistent with known base pairs from the crystal structure of U4. Dashes, gaps. (H-I) PARIS identifies the stem-loop structure in the low-abundance snRNA U7 (H) and MIR10A precursor (I). (J) PARIS identifies known structures in telomerase RNA (TERC). The boxes indicate interlocking DGs corresponding to the P2/P3 pseudoknot. See also Figures S1 and S2 and Table S1. intercalates in RNA helices and, upon photo-activation, crosslinks the two strands, with a preference for staggered uridines (Cimino et al., 1985) . Partial RNase and complete proteinase digestion during RNA purification ensures that the identified crosslinks are limited to small and directly base-paired RNA fragments ( Figures S1A-S1C ). Two-dimension electrophoresis of the RNase-digested fragments enables purification of only crosslinked fragments (above the main diagonal, Figures 1A,  1B , S1D, and S1E). The 2D purification consistently recovers 0.2%-0.5% of input RNA as double-stranded (above the diagonal), demonstrating that 2D purification is essential for enriching dsRNA fragments. Proximity ligation of duplex RNA fragments, photo-reversal of crosslinks, and high throughput sequencing reveal the direct base pairing between fragments. Each PARIS read is an individual-molecule evidence of a duplex between two RNA fragments (arms). The multiplicity of PARIS reads can thus reveal a single common structure, multiple alternative structures, or interactions between two RNAs in trans ( Figures 1D-1G ). The combination of these important features allows us to model RNA structures and interactions with high specificity and sensitivity.
We performed PARIS on human HeLa, HEK293T, and mouse embryonic stem (mES) cells and generated a total of 350 million reads after removing duplicates. The gapped reads, arising from RNase digestion of single-stranded loops in RNA structure, constitute 2.5%-6% of all mappable reads (Figures 1B and S1 ; Table S1 ). Given the absence of any background above the diagonal in the ÀAMT controls ( Figure 1B) , the non-gapped reads may come from failed ligations of duplexes due to steric hindrance (Sugimoto et al., 2015) . PARIS is highly reproducible across biological replicates in each of the three cell types (R = 0.94-0.98 between replicates; Figures 1C, S1F, and S1G).
We assembled gapped reads into duplex groups (DG), each corresponding to an RNA stem loop, with the two arms from the stem and the gap from the RNase-cleaved loop, or an RNA-RNA interaction, with the two arms from the two interacting RNAs (Figures 1E-1G ). DGs are filtered to retain only the ones with high confidence supported by multiple reads. To visualize this new type of RNA structurome data and associated structure models, we developed new features in the Integrative Genome Viewer (Robinson et al., 2011) (Figure 1D ). Gapped reads are displayed in groups by DG, and structure models are visualized as arcs connecting the two arms of each DG (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for the detailed analysis methods, directions, and links to visualization of PARIS data).
We validated the sensitivity and specificity of PARIS using a number of well-studied RNAs, such as rRNA, small nuclear RNA (snRNA), and microRNA ( Figures 1H, 1I , and S2). Complex RNA structures are currently difficult to detect using one-dimensional chemical probing or computational prediction. Among the most difficult structures to predict are pseudoknots, comprised of interlocked helices, in which the loop of one stem loop participates in base pairing with an outside region. We were able to detect well-known pseudoknots in telomerase RNA (TERC; Figure 1J) , RMRP, and RPPH1 (the RNA components of RNase MRP and RNase P, data not shown) in both human and mouse PARIS data.
Global Properties of the RNA Structurome Revealed by PARIS Having established the PARIS method, we investigated the global properties of the RNA structurome. Most previous experimental and computational methods can only identify shortrange structures (i.e., the span from the beginning of the left arm of the duplex to the end of the right arm), typically focusing on <200 nt windows. We found that a large number of RNA duplexes (29%-40%) span >200 nt in the three cell types and 4%-11% of duplexes span greater than 1,000 nt ( Figure 2A) .
We next investigated the extent to which RNA duplexes are organized into higher-level architectures. Many genomic studies categorize mRNAs into 5 0 UTR, coding sequence (CDS), and 3 0 UTR and perform analyses on these units assuming they are separate entities. We observed extensive RNA duplexes that cross these artificial boundaries. To illustrate the long-range structures, we plotted the number of DGs connecting among the first three and last three exons ( Figure 2B ). Even though most structures are local, as shown in Figure 2A , we observed many structures that span multiple exons ( Figure 2B ). For example in the RPS4X mRNA and other mRNAs, we observe multiple independent loops between the 5 0 UTR and CDS, the CDS and 3 0 UTR, the 5 0 and 3 0 UTRs ( Figures 2C, 2D , S3A, and S3B), and the structures that cover the start and stop codons ( Figures S3C and S3D ). In addition, we also identified structures formed by repetitive elements like Alu elements (Figures S3E and S3F) . The RNA structural features that dictate the specific recognition of dsRNA binding proteins (dsRBPs) to their cognate targets are not known, and PARIS identified the RNA structures associated with the dsRBP binding sites ( Figure S4 ).
PARIS-Guided Analysis of RNA Structure Conservation and Covariation
The large number and diversity of RNA duplexes identified by PARIS poses a challenge to distinguish the subset of structures with important biological functions. Evolutionary conservation of RNA secondary structure across several species is a strong indicator of function (Smith et al., 2013) . Conserved RNA duplexes are supported by conservation of base pairs between the two arms or, more convincingly, by covariation in evolution (e.g., swapping Watson-Crick base pairs across the helix, i.e., less conservation). Genomic screens of conserved structures usually employ sliding window analysis of multiple sequence alignments and therefore are limited by the window size, sliding step, and general lack of experimental validation. Whereas typical covariation analysis uses sliding windows of 200 nucleotides to achieve reasonable runtimes (Smith et al., 2013) , PARIS data reveal that a substantial fraction of the RNA duplexes spans more than 200 nt. This observation suggests that a large number of the structures (at least 23%-46%; Figure 2A ) have been missed and are in fact incorrectly assigned to nearby neighbors by current methods. We reasoned that PARIS data can focus evolutionary analyses to the biologically relevant helix arms and overcome length limitation imposed by current methods and that evolutionary conservation can globally validate and highlight functional RNA duplexes.
RNA duplex determination by PARIS in human and mouse cells enables direct analysis of global structure conservation in two ways. First, direct determination of RNA duplexes by PARIS enabled us to precisely position the two arms of RNA helices in whole-genome alignments and guide covariation analyses regardless of their linear distance ( Figure 3A ). We measured the significance of base-pair covariation and structure conservation by shuffling sequences within each duplex, and calculating a Z score based on the distribution of structure energies in 100 shuffled alignments for each DG (Gesell and von Haeseler, 2006) . This guided analysis revealed 25% of the well-aligned helices in amniotes' genomes are highly conserved (Z score < À2.326, corresponding to a p value of 0.01). Many of these conserved structures also show strong covariation (46% conserved DGs with less than À10 kcal/mol covariation energy contribution; Figure 3B ; Table  S2 ). Among these conserved structures, we found that 43% of them span long distances (>200nt; Figure 3C ). This analysis further validates the PARIS method by showing that a significant fraction of the experimentally derived structures are potentially functional (Figures S3D and S5) .
Prior computational genomic screens have identified large numbers of conserved elements, yet little is known about their function. Bejerano et al. (2004) reported the identification of a 481 ultra-conserved elements (UCEs) in human, mouse, and rat, and 95 of them are located in mature RNA transcripts. We intersected the 95 UCEs with the PARIS-defined structures and found 14 overlapping with mES cell PARIS DGs and 34 overlapping with human PARIS DGs, and 12 of them overlap with both human and mouse PARIS DGs (Figures S5B-S5D; Table S3 ). This analysis suggests that at least some of the UCEs encode structural elements.
Second, the PARIS-determined structures in two distantly related species-human and mouse-allowed us to directly compare the structures on homologous sequences. We lifted the coordinates of mouse RNA structures to the human genome based on human-mouse pairwise genome alignments and intersected the helices between the two species ( Figure 3A ; Table  S4 ). Despite the limited coverage of homologous RNAs between the two cell types, different cell type origins, and the dramatic difference of noncoding regions, we identified 10% of the structures to be shared between human and mouse. Among these $3000 structures shared between human and mouse, 22% of them span regions longer than 200 nt ( Figure 3C ). In addition, 29% of the direct-comparison-discovered (approach II) conserved helices are also found by structure-based phylogenetic analysis (approach I; Figure 3A ).
Direct comparison of PARIS data in human and mouse validated conserved long-range structures in mRNAs and lncRNAs ( Figures 3D, 3E , and S5A). In the RPL8 mRNA, of the 44 DGs identified in human cells and of the 46 in mouse cells, 23 are shared ( Figure 3D different exons, revealing conserved architecture of the RPL8 mRNA (p < 0.001 with 1,000 shuffles). The conserved long-range structures that connect exon3 to exon6 are also supported by icSHAPE data (low SHAPE reactivity in the base-paired region) in both species and phylogenetic analysis of vertebrates (Figure 3D ). In addition, analysis of five mRNAs and the well-known lncRNA MALAT1 with similar numbers of PARIS-detected DGs in human and mouse showed that architectures are conserved for all of them .
PARIS Reveals Pervasive Alternative RNA Structures
Dynamic RNA structures play important roles in regulating gene expression and catalyzing enzymatic reactions (Dethoff et al., 2012) . Previous methods for identifying dynamic or alternative structures typically use McCaskill's partition functions, with or without flexibility measurements as soft constraints (McCaskill, 1990; Ritz et al., 2013) . These methods are often limited by sequence length and lack experimental validation. Since PARIS detects individual RNA duplexes in cells, alternative structures are directly detected as conflicting duplexes ( Figure 4A ). As a positive control, we detected the important U4:U6 alternative structures in the U4:U6 dimer in addition to their individual structures ( Figures 4B and 4C ). We also identified new alternative structures, for example in the 3 0 UTR of TUBB mRNA ( Figures 4D and 4E ) and lncRNAs MALAT1 and XIST (Figures S5E and S7B alternative structures consists of five helices (DG1-DG5). Among these structures, DG1, 2, 4, and 5 appear to be mutually exclusive ( Figure 4E ). DG2 and 3 also have strong conflicts with each other, and thus cannot simultaneous take place on the same molecule. We analyzed the top 50 mRNAs with the highest numbers of detected helices in the three cell types and found that about 20%-50% of them are involved in at least one pair of alternative structures, suggesting that alternative structures are pervasive ( Figure 4F ; Table S5 ). Interestingly, a substantial number of the helices are involved in more than three pairs of alternative structures, suggesting highly complex networks of structures in living cells. These results are consistent with recent in vitro studies showing mRNAs sampling multiple structures (Kutchko et al., 2015) . Alternative RNA structures could be simply a result of the degeneracy of base pairing or, in contrast, be important for the RNA's function. The latter scenario predicts that some of the alternative structures should be evolutionarily conserved. To Table S5. test this, we integrated PARIS, icSHAPE, and phylogenetic analysis to examine both high-level architecture and high-resolution structures in a functional context. The matched PARIS and icSHAPE datasets in HEK293 and mES cells showed that the alternative structures are evolutionarily conserved. Out of the 44 DGs for human RPL8, 32 of them form 42 alternative structure pairs, and 19 of the 42 pairs of alternative structures are conserved between human and mouse. An example alternative structure is shown in the coding region of RPL8 mRNA (Figure 4G ). Both human and mouse PARIS and icSHAPE in the same cell types support this pair of alternative structures. Approximately 5% of the alternative structures examined have both structures supported by sequence conservation or covariation in evolution. Thus, some alternative structures in mRNAs are evolutionarily conserved and therefore likely functional.
PARIS Identifies RNA-RNA Interactions in trans with
High Precision RNA-RNA interactions are used by many ncRNAs to build macromolecular complexes and regulate gene expression . Current methods to identify RNA-RNA interactions require a ''bait'' protein or RNA; thus, it can be limited in scope (Helwak et al., 2013; Sugimoto et al., 2015) . In contrast, PARIS is a general method that can detect RNA-RNA interactions in a protein/RNA-agnostic fashion. SnoRNAs (small nucleolar RNAs) and scaRNAs (small Cajal body RNAs) guide modification and processing of rRNAs and snRNAs ( Figure 5A ) (Kiss, 2001) . We compared all known snoRNA:rRNA interactions with the PARIS data from HEK293 cells. All the arms mapped to the rRNAs are centered on the modification sites, with a very narrow distribution ($20 nt at half height; Figure 5B , 5D, and S6). Given that snoRNA:rRNA interactions are around 10-20 base pairs, PARIS determines the interaction with near base-pair resolution. Furthermore, because rRNA and snoRNAs are among the most abundant RNAs, the precise mapping of their interaction sites confirms the high specificity of PARIS. The availability of both human and mouse PARIS data and the identical location of the interaction sites provides even stronger evidence to the authenticity of the interactions ( Figures 5C, 5D , and S6). We highlight two applications of PARIS to understand RNA-RNA interactions. First, PARIS can identify new RNA interactions, such as between snoRNAs and rRNAs. U8 snoRNA is essential for the processing of 5.8S and 28S rRNAs (Peculis and Steitz, 1993) . U8 depletion leads to accumulation of prerRNA intermediates in Xenopus. Previous studies suggested that the 5 0 end of U8 snoRNA base pairs with the 5 0 end of 28S rRNA based on accessibility measurement (Peculis, 1997) . Phylogenetic analysis revealed high conservation of $15 nt at U8 snoRNA 5 0 end (Peculis, 1997) , suggesting that this region is essential. We found that, in both human and mouse cells, the primary U8 snoRNA interaction sequence is located on the 5 0 end, consistent with previous studies ( Figure 5E ). However, the 28S interaction site is near the 3 0 end in both human and mouse cells ( Figure 5F , blue shaded area). No crosslinking is observed on the previously proposed binding site, even though uridine crosslinking sites are present ( Figure 5F , gray shaded area). Phylogenetic analysis using the Rfam database provided independent support and showed that the highly conserved nucleotides correspond to the base-paired nucleotides in the new model ( Figures 5G and 5H ). The new model is more energetically favorable, with a minimum free energy of À19.9 kcal/mol versus À2.5 kcal/mol for the current model (Peculis model). Thus, PARIS can nominate new RNA interactions that derive further support from comparisons of human and mouse PARIS data, evolutionary conservation, and computational modeling.
Second, PARIS can refine the resolution of RNA-RNA interaction sites. U1 snRNA has been shown to bind 5 0 splice sites and other cognate sequences throughout the transcriptome (Almada et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2014; Ntini et al., 2013) . Engreitz et al. (2014) used RAP-RNA to enrich for U1-associated RNAs and identify U1 binding sites across transcripts. However, this purification approach recovers broad regions ( Figure 5J ). In contrast, PARIS determines high-resolution binding sites for U1. In both human and mouse, the first $20 nucleotides of U1 are involved in trans interactions, consistent with the accessibility of the first 12 nt ( Figure 5I ), and the interaction with target RNAs is focal (Figure 5J ). For instance, Engreitz et al. (2014) reported strong interactions between U1 and Malat1 in mES cells. We find precise PARIS interactions between U1 and MALAT1 within the broad RAP peaks. The U1:MALAT1 PARIS interactions are conserved between human and mouse (p = 2.3 3 10 À16 , Fisher's exact test; Figure 5J ). These results are consistent with strong predictive power of complementary U1 motifs in target RNAs for U1-dependent RNA stabilization (Almada et al., 2013) , indicative of precise sequence-dependent interactions.
XIST Structure Informs Higher-Order Assembly of XISTSpen Complex
XIST is a 19kb lncRNA essential for X chromosome inactivation in placental mammals (Brown et al., 1991; Penny et al., 1996) . However, one-dimensional methods have produced conflicting models of its structure. We used a combination of three orthogonal methods-PARIS, icSHAPE, and phylogenetic conservation-to determine the structure of the XIST lncRNA in living cells ( Figures 6A and 6B ). Global analysis of the PARIS data reveals both local helices and multiple long-range structures that span up to 7 kb ( Figure 6B ). The long-range helices organize regions of the RNA into four major domains. To determine if the identified secondary structures are biologically meaningful, we used the PARIS-determined helices to guide phylogenetic analysis. Our analysis reveals that 10% of the PARIS-determined helices are conserved, and the domain structures for domains 1, 2, and 4 are conserved (Figures 6C and S7A ; Table S6 ). A conserved long-range structure over 7 kb that anchors domain 2 is shown in Figure 6D . A large number of the helices in XIST are involved in alternative structures, suggesting that this lncRNA is highly dynamic ( Figures S7B and S7C) . Interestingly, another lncRNA MALAT1 also contains many long-range structures, yet NEAT1 does not ( Figures S5B and S7D) . The A-repeat, located at the 5 0 end of the XIST RNA, contains up to 8.5 copies of a highly conserved sequence separated by uridine-rich variable spacers (8.5 repeats in human and 7.5 in mouse, $400 nt; Figure 6E ). A mouse Xist mutant lacking the A-repeat is unable to silence genes but is still capable of coating the X chromosome (Wutz et al., 2002) . The A-repeat is thus a critical link in RNA-mediated epigenetic silencing. The A-repeat was (E-F) PARIS in human and mouse cells reveals the interaction site on U8 snoRNA (E) and 28S rRNA (F). PARIS-determined interaction sites were marked by the blue box, while the previously reported binding site is shaded gray (Peculis 1997) .
(G-H) The original U8:rRNA interaction was not supported by phylogenetic conservation and hybridization energy (G), whereas the newly identified U8:rRNA interaction is (H). The consensus sequences were from Rfam. (I) Meta-analysis of the U1 target site. The U1:MALAT1 interactions use the 5 0 end of the U1 snRNA in both human and mouse cells.
(J) U1 snRNA interacts with MALAT1 RNA in human and mouse cells. PARIS achieves higher resolution than RAP (RNA antisense purification) (Engreitz et al., 2014) . The blue-shaded peaks are shared between human/mouse PARIS and RAP data. The red-shaded peaks are shared between one of the PARIS datasets and RAP data. Fisher's exact test was used to show the significant overlap between human and mouse PARIS-determined U1 sites. (K) Example gapped reads for a conserved U1:MALAT1 interaction. The 5 0 end of the U1 snRNA interacts with MALAT1 (at nt position $5400)
See also Figure S6 .
recently found to be required for Xist to interact with a small number of proteins (Chu et al., 2015) , and among these, Spen emerged as a factor linking Xist to histone deacetylase complexes and gene silencing (Chu et al., 2015; McHugh et al., 2015; Moindrot et al., 2015; Monfort et al., 2015) . Despite its importance, the repetitive nature of the A-repeat has complicated structural studies. Indeed, several contradictory models have been proposed, suggesting that each repeat base pairs within itself (''intra-repeat'') (Wutz et al., 2002) , base pairs with other repeats (''inter-repeat'') (Maenner et al., 2010) , or a combination of both (Fang et al., 2015) . Prior studies were limited by the use of one-dimensional RNA structure data and computational models that arbitrarily precluded long-range RNA interactions (Fang et al., 2015; Maenner et al., 2010; Wutz et al., 2002) . PARIS highlighted several key structural features of the $400 nt A-repeat region in vivo. First, the A-repeat does not form duplexes with any sequence far from the region, suggesting that this region mostly folds as an isolated domain ( Figure 6B ). Second, the repeats form extensive duplexes. All the detected RNA duplexes are between repeats ( Figure 6E ). While we cannot rule out the possibility that intra-repeat structures can form, our data suggest inter-repeat structures are more likely to occur in vivo, consistent with the higher stability of inter-repeat helices (DG = À15.2 kcal/mol for inter-repeat versus À5.8 kcal/mol for intra-repeat duplex). Each repeat tends to contact the closest repeats, but long-range contacts (bigger arcs) are also observed, suggesting 3D folding of the A-repeat region. In addition to the inter-repeat structures, we also observed structures between spacer 4 and several repeats. Repeat 4 and spacer 4 are not conserved rodents (Elisaphenko et al., 2008) : these spacerrepeat structures may have species-specific function. Notably, the inter-repeat helices form between the first halves of the (E) Integrated structure analysis of the conserved repeats in the A-repeat region. Conservation track, phyloP score for the eutherian alignments. PARIS coverage is shown in log scale. All detected inter-repeat and are illustrated in the arcs of structure models. A1-A8, repeats. Numbers in parentheses are the numbers of reads in each DG. The non-conserved repeat-spacer DGs (lower) were shown separately from the conserved ones (upper).
(F) Consensus model of the A-repeat inter-repeat structure. The consensus model depicts two repeats base-paired to each other. The red highlighted regions indicate the conserved repeats, while the non-highlighted regions indicate the spacers. Non-canonical: non-Watson-Crick base pairs with intermediate icSHAPE reactivity (constrained by the surrounding base pairs). Conservation and icSHAPE: average for all eight repeats. Mouse Xist in vitro SHAPE is similar to the HEK293 XIST icSHAPE. SPEN is crosslinked to 3-5 nt upstream of the inter-repeat duplex (see Figure 7 for SPEN iCLIP). See also Figure S7 and Table S6 two repeats, flanked by single-stranded U-rich sequences on the 5 0 and the second half of the repeat on the 3 0 side ( Figure 6F ). Each inter-repeat unit has nearly identical structure, which is also supported by icSHAPE data that delineate precisely the complementarity ( Figure 6F ). Since each instance of the A-repeat can contact one of several other repeats, our data imply that the A-repeat exists as a family of multiple complex structures in living cells.
The presence of at least 7.5 copies of repeats in XIST and the unique structural unit raised the hypothesis that its higher-order structure may be important for the interaction with the key silencing factor SPEN. Previous studies of SPEN RRM domains suggest that they bind many RNA species, without preference for single copies of the A-repeat motif (Monfort et al., 2015) . To address this issue, we performed individual nucleotide crosslinking and immunoprecipitation (iCLIP) with recombinant SPEN RRM domains (RRM2-4) and an $1.6 kb region of mouse Xist RNA containing the A-repeat in vitro. We used a GFP mRNA matched in length as a negative control ( Figure 7A and S7E). iCLIP on both GFP mRNA and A-repeat RNA generated a radioactive SPEN band, but A-repeat RNA also generated a higher molecular weight band the size of a dimer SPEN RRM2-4 crosslinked to RNA (Figures 7A and S7E) .
We sequenced RNA from the monomer and dimer bands separately and found that SPEN interacted nearly exclusively with the A-repeat region ( Figure 7C ). SPEN is crosslinked to (C) For each of the four SPEN+repA iCLIP tracks, the crosslinking frequency for top 5% of crosslinked nucleotides was extracted from the repeats region and the outside region. This analysis shows that SPEN binds the repeats region more than the outside region.
(D) Nucleotides with the top 5% and bottom 5% of iCLIP signal were extracted from each of the four tracks, and then the icSHAPE signals were compared. This analysis shows that SPEN RRM2-4 is preferentially crosslinked to single-stranded regions (high icSHAPE signal).
(E) Model of SPEN-repA association. The base pairing among the repeats are stochastic and only one specific conformation is shown here. SPEN binding requires both single-stranded and double-stranded regions but is only crosslinked to the single-stranded nucleotides 3-5 nt upstream of the inter-repeat duplex. See also Figure S7 .
the single-stranded spacers immediately upstream of the interrepeat duplexes ( Figure 6F ). SPEN binds single-stranded nucleotides as determined by icSHAPE even in the non-specific regions ( Figure 7D ). The dimer SPEN complex is even more enriched for the A-repeats and depleted of the rest of the RNA (Figures 7B, 7C, 7D , and S7F). iCLIP experiments with GFP mRNA showed that SPEN-RRM can interact with other RNAs, but did not show the clustered interaction in A-repeat. These results suggest that the secondary structure of the A-repeats facilitates the binding and clustering of SPEN into a higher-order structure ( Figure 7E ). In accord with this model, the initial binding between the RRM domain of the protein and the A-repeat RNA takes place at a 3-fold-lower protein concentration compared to a control RNA, after which additional proteins are bound ( Figure S7G ). Collectively, these results and the PARIS-determined interrepeat helices that span multiple repeats revealed the high level architecture and the precise structure of a key lncRNA-protein interface.
DISCUSSION PARIS Reveals the RNA Structurome and Interactome
Here, we introduced PARIS as a method to map RNA helices and RNA-RNA interactions in living cells across the transcriptome. This work represents a culmination of pioneering efforts since the 1970s to map nucleic acid duplexes in living cells with psoralen (Calvet and Pederson, 1979; Cech and Pardue, 1976; Shen and Hearst, 1976) . The major advantage of PARIS is that the nucleotides forming RNA helices are directly identified on a global scale. The strategy described here achieves high precision and specificity. PARIS has many advantages over other methods recently developed to determine RNA structures in vivo (Lu and Chang, 2016) . Compared with icSHAPE and DMS-seq, which measure nucleotide flexibility (Ding et al., 2014; Rouskin et al., 2014; Spitale et al., 2015) , PARIS directly determines the locations of long-range duplexes and can resolve complex structures such as pseudoknots and alternative structures. Compared with protein-directed methods such as hiCLIP or CLASH (Helwak et al., 2013; Sugimoto et al., 2015) , PARIS can address higher-order transcriptome structure without the limit of a bait protein. The relationship of PARIS to HiCLIP and CLIP is a comparison of ''all-to-all'' versus ''targeted'', analogous to Hi-C versus ChIA-PET (Fullwood et al., 2009) . PARIS also has better transcriptome coverage than RPL (Ramani et al., 2015) . Compared with RNA-RAP (Engreitz et al., 2014) , PARIS provides near base-pair resolution, independent of the RNA of interest. Conversely, these targeted approaches are more appropriate if an experiment is focused on a specific ribonucleoprotein (RNP). Psoralen crosslinking also has sequence bias, although the preferred UpA dinucleotide should occur frequently (once every 16 base pairs) in a random duplex. Use of multiple orthogonal approaches will continue to be most powerful in future studies, as demonstrated by the integration of multiple methods in determining alternative structures and conserved architectures for mRNAs and lncRNAs. We found that RNA duplexes can form across long distances, and they pervasively occur with alternative structures where one sequence can base pair with two or more different partners.
By using experimentally determined RNA duplex data to guide phylogenetic analysis of evolutionary conservation, this approach can evaluate the potential biological significance of any RNA duplex. We show that many long-range, trans-acting, and alternative RNA structures are evolutionarily conserved, highlighting novel dimensions of transcriptome organization. RNA-binding proteins and microRNAs interact with target RNAs and function in a structure-dependent manner (Kedde et al., 2010; Sugimoto et al., 2015) . The precise determination of RNA helices set these important interactions in a structural context, which will greatly facilitate the discovery of novel regulatory events and mechanistic studies.
XIST: Higher-Order lncRNA Structure Guides Epigenetic Silencing Our analysis of XIST RNA illustrates the potential utility of a structural approach to guide the discovery of lncRNA functions. LncRNAs are distinguished from mRNAs by the former's limited conservation at the primary sequence level and the frequent presence of repeats. Using XIST as a model, we found that long-range structures organize the lncRNA into four major modular domains and that each domain is quite compact due to extensive duplex formation. This model of lncRNA organization is consistent with recent super-resolution imaging studies of Xist in situ (Sunwoo et al., 2015) . PARIS data were particularly useful in deciphering the structure formed by the 8.5 repeat units in the XIST A-repeat. Our studies suggest that SPEN scans RNAs in a sequence-independent manner but will nucleate a higherorder, nuclease-resistant RNP structure with the proper structural context of the A-repeat. The long-range, inter-repeat helices should cause the A-repeat to fold up and create multiple copies of a uniform duplex structure, flanked by a U-rich sequence motif recognized by SPEN RRM. This arrangement of both single-and double-stranded RNAs for interaction is consistent with recent crystallographic studies of Spen RRM domains in vitro (Arieti et al., 2014) . This model of A-repeat architecture is also quite analogous to the structural organization of Drosophila roX RNA (Ilik et al., 2013) . The advent of PARIS and related methods should catalyze discoveries of higher-order lncRNA structures in the future.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES PARIS Experimental Method
HeLa, HEK293T, and mES cells were treated with or without AMT and crosslinked with 365 nm UV. Cell lysates were digested with S1 nuclease and RNA purified using TRIzol. Purified RNA was further digested with ShortCut RNase III to smaller fragments. RNA was separated by 12% native polyacrylamide gel and then the first dimension gel slices were further electrophoresed in a second dimension 20% urea-denatured gel. Crosslinked RNA above the main diagonal was eluted, proximity ligated with T4 RNA ligase I and photo-reversed with 254 nm UV. The proximityligated RNA molecules were then ligated to barcoded adapters and converted to libraries for Illumina sequencing. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details.
Determination of RNA Structure and Interactions
Sequencing reads were mapped to the human, mouse, or artificial genomes (such as the rDNA unit or the snRNAs) using STAR (spliced transcripts alignment to a reference) (Dobin et al., 2013) , allowing chimeric mapping (in a chiastic manner). Mapped reads were filtered to retain only gapped reads and the gapped reads were assembled into DGs and visualized together with the predicted or known secondary structures using newly implemented features in IGV (Integrative Genomics Viewer). To analyze RNA-RNA interactions, reads were mapped to the Rfam database and chimeric reads mapped to two RNA molecules were assembled into DGs. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details.
Analysis of Structure Conservation/Covariation and Alternative Structures For structure-based analysis (approach I), DG coordinates in hg38 were used to extract alignment blocks from the amniote23 or other multiple genome alignments. The extracted alignments were scored for structure conservation and covariation. For direct comparison (approach II), DGs in mm10 were lifted to hg38 coordinates and conserved structures were defined as human and mouse DGs with both arms overlapped. Alternative structures were extracted such that, for each pair of DGs, one arm should overlap while the other should not. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details.
In Vitro SPEN iCLIP SPEN RRM2-4 was mixed with the repA RNA or control GFP mRNA, crosslinked with 254 nm UV, digested with RNase, and labeled with radioactivity. The monomer and dimer bands were purified separately for iCLIP library construction.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
The accession number for the sequencing data reported in this paper is GEO: GSE74353. 
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